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bound by thai judgment, and it has not gone
rainbow" chasing nor suffered side issues to
distract or confuse.
The result of the vote in San Francisco
confirms the wisdom of this course. There
was- confident expectation in the democratic
camp that this city would give a great
plurality to Mr. Bell, but in the result he is
defeated in his stronghold. In Los Angeles,
on the other hand, the champions of the progressive cause suffered themselves to be distracted by a bolting movement on a local office,
with resulting creation of angry animosities,
of which the reactionary forces took the fullest
advantage. The coimt of votes inLos Angeles
tells/ the tale, showing material republican
losses? Itdoes not affect the general result,
but if the democratic expectations in San
Francisco had been fulfilled the outcome in
Los Angeles might have been disastrous. More
than any other community Los Angeles was
relied upon as the invincible fortress of the
cause, 'but that city fell down. It willbe all
right another tinrc. This was merely a
moment? of weakness, a temporary aberration.
The cause ;of which Hiram Johnson is the
triumphant leader in California, and to "which
The Call pledges anew itsbest endeavors the
cause of political freedom— goes marching on.
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Ohio and New Jersey went democratic
The Call—this is said inno boastful spirit,
for the same reason that . California went republican, and class; fightingman. It may be regarded as
simple
explanation. an illustration of his character that when the
this seeming paradox is matter of very
but as a real part of this history— has sought
great
1 In those
eastern commonwealths
the newspaper photographers w^ant to catch
him , to play a useful part in this fight for liberty
Standpatters
standpatters were in full control of the repuband emancipation from corrupt control. This
lican party machinery. They named the can- in a telling attitude they invariably seize the
Beaten AH
,
newspaper loyally accepted the verdict of the
• Along the Line didates
and ran the government as a usual moment of his favorite gesture with his fists
thing. In those states the insurgent repub- upraised and clinched, driving home an arguprimary as the judgment of the whole repubnau nu urbanization, but the spirit was there just as strong
lican par^. Itfelt that all republicans were
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as in Kansas or
and the revolt
as a
consequence, with the difference that the spirit of insurgency took
th'c nearest way out by going over to the democratic party. ;
In Ohio the republican state convention was dominated absoThey would not listen to James R.
;lutely by the standpatters.
1
Garfield and nominated for governor a close friend of J. B. Foraker,
one time senator and attorney for Standard oil. They even let
Foraker take the stump as a representative of the republican party.
In Massachusetts the trail of Senator Lodge was all over the
party. Lodge is the most astute and industrious of standpatters.
The woolen and cotton schedules in the tariff that have done so
much to increase the cost of.the necessaries of life were- largely, his
work. Although these schedules were intended to ,bring
.advantage to Massachusetts manufacturers, that did not prevent the
New England conscience, from sizing up Lodge pretty closely:
Whether the reversal of political form has gone to the extent jpf
electing a democratic legislature to name Lodge's successor 'is
uncertain, but there is no doubt that Draper's defeat for governor

.

This is .interesting,, but, as it seems, topsy-turvy speculation.
Roosevelt will always be a great and inspiring figure in the^-eyes
of the American pedple, and the enmity. of .Tammany .and "big
business" will only serve to make, warmer their affection for the
colonel, but at the same time we have no expectation that he will
•
ever again be a candidate for office.
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it Is late in the season
for fish stories -local railroadmen
have not given up the attempt to
Last eve I
sought the church and heard a gifted
beat the fish story told diTrlng the summer by 11. K. Gregory, assistant gen- pastor preach the Word. He talked of men whose
days were ocr two thousand
eral passenger agent of the Santa Fe. .
William F. Schmidt, general western
years ago or more. He talked
agent for the Missouri Pacific,
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re-election as speaker next year.
of the launch went about six miles out in this old world, intense, alive, who fight their
ofAvalon to catch big fish.
re- sbattles every day, obscurely,
in their feeble way.
"Too Much Johnson" is still playing to diminishing' returns at the demo- fused to believe the stories ofBoas
big fish
Xew Jersey has been for years the home of corrupt politics
cratic stale central, committee's headquarters.
tcrld to him by Schmidt and he would I'd just as soon be in the dark concerning Father
republican
the very worst in America under
rule. The democrats
not cast a line until he had
seen Noah's ark; I
care not for the tents of Baal, or*
and the other guest haul in
nominated a clean man of the highest ability and a very notable
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campaigner in Dr. Woodrow Wilson, formerly president of Princeton he might have been elected
when-Sch-midt hooked a big one; and pastor talk about
the people on this block, whose lives are full ot
after- . playing it about 10 minutes
university, and his election followed as a matter of course.
-brought it close- to ;they side'
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and
smarts,
whose problems often break their hearts. I'd
of the
Similar results are seen almost everywhere, and if the standlaunch. in.order. -to use the gaff.
rather
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tions and adtf that you want the figures the launch a huge shark went tearing ago. The dust of kings in ancient ground is
worth a half a cent a
The! following is the 'method for for the present time and /or 10 years through the water, and before the gaff
crystallizing fruit of all kinds. "Make ago. The figures you ask for are not could be used half of the fish disap- pound; and Ashu'rs widows' tears were dried before old
perpetual squabble that appears to rage among constituent a syrup of sugar In a gill of "water.
to be obtained in this city, "and to ob- peared in the jaws of the man eater. Caesar died; the kings of which my pastor talks
The remainder of the fish was hauled
are dead as Adam's
stirring, until a drop put tain them would require correspondBoil
without
bureaus and personnel of the navy department is advanced as into iced water becomes immediately ence with about 40 different, officials into the launch and used as' bait.
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on the colonel. The most sanctimonious
equally with the most cynical and abandoned
of these united in the chorus.
It was amusing enough in a way to people. who had watched
these newspapers cursing the petty. bosses incontrol of the republican
machine when these agile apostles of "big business" turned their
preaching against Roosevelt, the minute he had driven those same
bosses from control. The colonel was compounded of equal parts
of Caesar and Satan.
Naturally this conjunction of circumstances inspires much speculation concernng its effect on Roosevelt's place in 'the affections
of. his countrymen. Collier's Weekly, writing, before election,
expounded an odd and remarkable "theory in this relation as it
might affect the national campaign in 1912. ,We quote :
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